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Abstract
Analysis and detection of fingerprint creases
by
Laseinde Peter Olaoluwa
Master of Science in Computer Science
West Virginia University
Arun A. Ross, Ph.D., Chair
Fingerprint is a biometric trait that is widely used for human identification and verification. Most
fingerprint biometric systems make use of certain salient features on the fingerprint, including
minutiae points, pores, and singular points, for comparing two fingerprint images. In this work,
we explore the possibility of using fingerprint creases for comparing two fingerprints. Creases can
be described as white lines or scars on a fingerprint image. Recent studies have determined that
some creases are genetically influenced although the origin of creases has not been completely
characterized. While no published work exists for crease matching, some studies have explored
the problem of automated crease detection. In this thesis, we study the possibility of using creases
for fingerprint matching. We also suggest two techniques to automatically extract creases from an
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Biometrics involves analyzing biological data which may be in the form of measurements of
human body characteristics such as fingerprint, iris, retina, DNA, etc. with the main goal of recog-
nizing people based on such characteristics. It can also be defined as the science and technology
of automatically recognizing users based on some unique and universal behavioral or physical
characteristics. Recognition of people can be classified into two categories, identification and ver-
ification.
Identification of a user occur when a user submits his biometric data. The data is checked
against all enrolled data in the database to confirm if there is a match. Identification therefore
involves comparing one input sample with multiple stored samples and is sometimes referred to
as one-to-many comparisons. Verification occurs when a user submits his biometric data and also
provides a unique label such as name, social security number, or passport number. The system
attempts to compare the newly collected data (query) with an already stored data (template) based
on the label supplied. If there exists a match the user is said to be a genuine user otherwise the
user is considered an impostor by the system. Verification involves a one-to-one comparison or
one-to-one matching. Hence the process is much faster than identification.
Because matching is based on measurements taken from human body, it is not always possible
to obtain the exact measurement each time a new sample is collected. Matching may therefore not
be 100% accurate in biometric systems and hence some possible errors could occur. Such errors
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can be described as false accepts and false rejects. False accept occurs when an impostor pretends
to be a genuine user and the biometric system incorrectly confirms him/her to be genuine, while
false reject occurs when a genuine user is misclassified as an impostor by the system. The occur-
rence of such errors should be minimized as much as possible. In applications such as an ATM, it
would be desirous to have a very low false accept rate while in criminal investigations it would be
more desirous to have a very low false reject rate so that a criminal is not missed by the biometric
system.
Biometric data are stored in a database in form of biometric templates. It should be noted that
in some systems only the feature is stored and not the raw biometric data. An example is a fin-
gerprint recognition system based on minutiae points. Minutiae points are stored in the database
as templates. Minutiae points template can be described as a two-dimensional table containing
the geometric locations of the points where the minutiae are located on the raw image and their
respective directions.
The terms biometrics and biometry date back to the early 20th century [3] where the concept
was used in biological science to refer to the application of mathematical and statistical methods
for data analysis. Biometrics has been found to be very useful long before the advent of highly
sophisticated computers that are present today. Fingerprint is the most widely used trait due to its
wide success in numerous applications [3]. Other biometric traits include iris, retina, vein pattern,
hand geometry, face, keystroke dynamics, signature, gait, and voice (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Different biometric traits
Traits are classified into two categories, namely, behavioral and physical characteristics. Keystroke
dynamics, signature, voice and gait can be classified as behavioral patterns because they are learnt
by the user over a time period. Iris, face and fingerprint can be classified as physical patterns since
they are directly related to anatomical attributes of an individual.
A typical biometric process involves four major modules: sensor module, feature extraction
module, matcher module and decision making module [1].
• Sensor module involves capturing raw biometric data which can be in form of fingerprint
images, voice signals, etc. using devices like fingerprint sensors and microphone. The
raw biometric data is sometimes referred to as a sample. Some other components such
as keyboard and screen may be involved at this stage to capture non biometric information
of the user such as entering the label information of users via the keyboard [5]. In the case
of fingerprint, which is the subject of this thesis, capturing images was previously done by
applying ink on the subject’s fingertip, and subjects were requested to make prints by rolling
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Figure 1.2: Typical biometric recognition process
the finger or pressing hard against a paper card. The imprinted fingerprint was then imaged
using a digital camera and this was usually captured at a resolution of 500 dpi [5]. Because
direct contact with the sensor is not required, it has been widely used in collecting latent
fingerprint from crime scenes through the use of chemical processes to highlight the print [5].
Recently, more robust applications have led to live-scan sensing of fingerprint which may or
may not require user to have direct contact with the sensor. Some of these sensors include
optical sensors, solid state sensors and ultra sound sensors [5]. Some errors associated with
the sensor module may include failure to detect and failure to capture. Failure to detect
occurs when a user presents his fingerprint but the sensor fails to detect the fingerprint.
Failure to capture occurs when the sensor actually detects the fingerprint but fails to capture
a reasonable image. This may be due to bad positioning of the finger.
• Feature extraction module involves the extraction of salient features from the raw biometric
data obtained through the sensor by using a feature extractor. In the case of fingerprints,
features could include minutiae points, pores, and singular points. In hand geometry, width,
thickness, length of fingers, etc. are possible features that can be collected. The output of
this module is usually in an expressive compact form known as feature set.
This stage also presents some errors including failure to process; this is usually due to the
poor quality fingerprint and the algorithm may be unable to extract useful information [5].
Very similar to failure to process is the failure to enroll. It is the error reported when the
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image is of poor quality and the salient feature extracted is not good enough to be enrolled
in a system.
• Matcher module involves making a comparison of the acquired biometric data obtained from
the feature extraction module against the set of stored features in the database in order to
establish a match or non-match. These modules usually require a form of pre-selection or
filtering process which involves reducing the database size to be checked in order to reduce
computation and time. Following the pre-selection comes the score generation based on
comparison. In identification, the scores are ordered and ranked, a threshold is also applied
to establish similarity or dissimilarity.
• Decision making module determines if the claimed identity of the user is accepted or re-
jected in a verification system. Some of the errors associated with this stage includes false
match and false non-match. False match is the error that occurs when the system declares
an impostor as a genuine user while the false non-match is the error that occurs when the
system declare that a genuine user is an impostor and the user is denied access.
The objective of a good biometric system is to make sure that the error rate is minimized as
much as possible. It has been confirmed that traits such as the iris have low false accept rates [6].
1.2 Fingerprint as a biometric trait
Among the various biometric traits, fingerprint has been studied for a long time and is widely
accepted due to many attractive characteristics including universality, uniqueness and acceptability.
Fingerprint is made up of the interleaved ridges and valleys sometimes referred to as furrows and
these features are found at the tip of the fingers. The first scientific paper on fingerprint furrow and
pores was done by Nehemiah Grew in 1864 while in 1823 Purkinje proposed the first classification
of fingerprints into nine different categories [5].
A standard classification that is well known was carried out by Edward Henry in 1899, and
is often referred to as the Henry’s system. Fingerprint was applied in forensics in the early 20th
century and this led to the formation of a lot of fingerprint agencies worldwide. An example is the
FBI facility that was set up in 1924.
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Figure 1.3: A fingerprint displaying the physical structure
Ridges and valleys are formed on the finger around the first seven months of fetal development
leaving a permanent set of features which is highly unique and can easily be distinguished by using
a fingerprint scanner. The formation of fingerprint has been observed to be genetically controlled.
Timing factor of the appearance or the disappearance of the volar pads determines the nature of
fingerprints [7].
Glenn Langenburg [8] explained by stating that the primary ridges, which are usually the first
to appear on the volar pads, appear at the tip of the finger, and if this appearance is observed when
the volar pads are still very visible, then it is likely to be a whorl. He also claimed that a loop is
formed when the volar pads are less visible and withdrawn. The arch pattern is formed when the
volar pad is almost fully withdrawn.
Distinctness in fingerprints makes it a good biometric trait. It has also been observed that fin-
gerprint of identical twins are distinct [9]. Twins have been found to have different fingerprints
leading to the conclusion that fingerprint formation is not completely genetically influenced.
Many applications makes use of fingerprint for identification and verification. Many such ap-
plications can be found in immigration systems, corporate public and private offices, and even in
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the entertainment industry. An example of such an application is in the United States immigration
service through the Department of Homeland Security which requires that every non-immigrant
seeking entry into the United States present his/her fingerprint at the point of entry and this in-
formation is stored in a secure database system known as IDENT. Corporate offices usually have
server systems which contain sensitive data such as user’s bank information, credit card details etc.
Such servers are kept in secure locations which require authorized access. Such access is provided
through biometric systems such as fingerprint or iris recognition systems. Another application can
be found in some corporate offices where there is need to track the number of hours employees
put into work. This takes care of the challenge of having another staff sign in on others behalf. It
is also applicable in the entertainment industry, to checkmate false identity. Fingerprint has been
found to be very useful as a biometric trait since it completely or partially satisfies the following
characteristics:
Universality:
Virtually every human has 10 fingers and each finger comes with fingerprints found at the tip of
the fingers and this makes the feature universal. In some cases there have been some users without
prints which is a rare genetic condition [29]. In very few cases there exist users with more than 10
fingers with each hand having an extra digit usually located after the little finger. This condition is
known as “polydactyl”. This rare condition occurs in 1 out of 1000 birth [26].
Distinctiveness:
No two fingerprints are the same; twins have also been found to have distinct fingerprints features.
Permanence:
Fingerprints are permanent once the development is complete especially before birth. However,
environmental factors can influence the appearance of fingerprint.
Collectability:
Fingerprint enrollment is an easy process which does not require any complex procedure however,
it is an overt process and require the user to cooperative most of the time.
Performance: Fingerprint recognition come with great speed and performance in terms of match-
ing and accuracy.
Acceptability:
Fingerprint recognition is widely accepted worldwide.
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Figure 1.4: Effect of distortion on minutiae location. Red points are ridge endings while green
points are mostly ridge bifurcations
Circumvention:
Users attempt to circumvent and fool fingerprint recognition system by creating synthetic finger-
print while some people have intentionally destroyed their prints. However, there are systems to
checkmate synthetic fingerprint by testing for liveness of fingerprint.
While it has the many attractive characteristics it also has some disadvantages as follows.
Degradation:
Highly degraded fingerprint due to external factors or age can reduce performance drastically.
Spoofing:
Fingerprint can easily be spoofed and used by impostors. Some methods have also been used to
generate fake fingerprints. However checking for features such as liveness by fingerprint systems
has been used to checkmate that challenge.
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Touch-based distortion:
In touch-based fingerprint recognition, the user is required to have the finger placed on the sensor.
The location of the features is not consistent after each fingerprint capture (see Figure 1.4). Touch-
less fingerprint recognition can be used to foil such challenges. It can be observed in Figure 1.4
that the two fingerprints which were from the same finger have varying positions of both the false
and true minutiae points. In Figure 1.4(a) there were more minutiae points clustered just above the
core point on the fingerprint as indicated by circular blue ring. However, there were less points
around the same position in Figure 1.4(b). It can also be observed from the top right of the images
that there exists more concentration of points in Figure 1.4(a) than there exist in Figure 1.4(b).
1.3 Fingerprint characteristic
A typical fingerprint consists of ridges and valleys while the ridges are described as friction
ridges because that they provide the necessary friction for holding objects while the valleys are
referred to as furrows. Fingerprints can be classified into 3 major categories: whorl, loop and arch.
The classification is based on the location and number of cores and delta. The delta is the point on
the fingerprint where the ridges meet while the core is the position where concentric circles formed
from ridges terminate.
Fingerprints with two or more delta and core are classified as whorl. Arch fingerprint has no
delta and no core while loop fingerprint contain exactly one core and one delta. Loop can also be
subclassified into left loop and right loop.
1.3.1 Fingerprint creases and importance
Creases can be defined as irregular marks in form of stripes found on the fingerprint. They
are usually formed at an angle to the ridges and valley and are typically wider than ridges. They
are formed naturally during childbirth [8]. In some cases, they exist on the fingerprint due to
manual labor, accident or aging. Some creases are self-inflicted by users trying to fool a fingerprint
biometric system. Creases can be classified into two categories based on permanence [11].
Permanent creases:
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Figure 1.5: An enhanced fingerprint: (a) whorl, 2 deltas, 2 cores (b) loop, 1 delta, 1 core, (c) arch
(no delta or core)
These are creases that stay on the fingerprint throughout the individual’s lifetime. The most
common source of permanent creases is found from birth. There is the possibility of permanent
creases being genetically influenced. This is due to the fact that creases are part of the fingerprint
structure which has been found to be influenced genetically. Shaham [13] describes how some fin-
gerprint characteristics are inherited by the offspring. Some users have also tried to fool biometric
systems by intentionally creating permanent crease structure by destroying the dermis layer (see
Figure 1.7) or the generated layer of the epidermis of the fingerprint using sharp objects. Due to
such damages the creases are not regenerated and they remain as permanent scars.
Temporary creases:
Temporary creases develop due to minimal damage to the upper portion of the epidermal layer
of the fingerprint. Such a damage does not affect the regenerating cells in the dermis layer. Primary
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Figure 1.6: Different manifestations of creases (a) Good quality Fingerprint with obvious creases,
(b) Fingerprint with less obvious creases appearing as scattered lines.
reason for such temporary creases can be traced to manual labor that involves gripping, climbing
etc. Such creases usually disappear within few months of non exposure to such conditions.
Temporary creases found on fingerprints of younger people are likely to disappear within a
shorter time compared to older people. Cell division is more prominent and faster in younger peo-
ple while cell division is at a slower rate as aging sets in [14].
Creases are surprisingly not found on all fingers. An observation from this study suggest that
most people with tendency of having creases have it on most fingers while those with no tendency
for creases have creases on only one, two or at most three fingers.
Fingerprint creases could be advantageous in many circumstances. Some fingerprint images
come with poor resolution and such images may not be appropriate for minutiae based matching.
Creases can be obtained from poor resolution images more easily than minutiae points. Secondly,
soft biometric information can be obtained from fingerprints that have creases and such informa-
tion could suggest possible crease classification. Thirdly, similarity scores obtained from crease
matching can be fused with scores from other fingerprint features to obtain better recognition per-
formance.
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Figure 1.7: A typical fingerprint layer structure showing the fingerprint layer (dermis) and epider-
mis [27].
1.4 Problem Statement and Contributions
Most fingerprint recognition systems perform matching based on minutiae points found on
the fingerprint and the performance of such systems is highly degraded by the presence of false
minutiae which are incorrectly classified as real minutiae points. See Figure 1.8. It can be inferred
from the images that the minutiae points in Figure 1.8(c) are actually made up of both true and false
points. After the removal of the false points, the fingerprint has only the true points. The presence
of false minutiae should not on its own constitute a challenge to any minutiae based system as long
as there is consistency in the number of false minutiae detected from the fingerprint. However,
due to the fact that there are creases that are temporary and can be short lived, this brings disparity
in the number of minutiae points obtained prior and after the introduction of crease(s). A typical
minutiae-based system obtains a much larger set of minutiae point with creases on the finger than
when creases are not present.
An objective of this thesis is to detect the creases on the fingerprint and this is a challenging
problem. Some of the challenges are described below.
Due to the complex background of a fingerprint, there is very close resemblance between the
creases and the valley structure on the fingerprint, and trying to isolate the creases is usually a
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Figure 1.8: False minutiae and removal: (a) Original image, (b) Thinned image, (c) Thinned image
with both spurious and real minutiae, (d) Original image with superimposed real/actual minutiae.
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major challenge. This study looked into two ways to approach this problem. We propose a method
based on the pixel intensity of the images, we assume that creases are structures that are usually
long and they appear in form of straight lines whereas valleys are oriented at an angle and not
completely straight. We also have made the assumption that width of the creases is wider than that
of the valleys.
We also propose a method based on the ridge orientation field of fingerprint images. We as-
sume that the orientation field at creases becomes inconsistent with the flow of orientation field at
the ridges. There is usually a spike in the angular difference at the crease while the ridge flow has
a consistent angular difference along the ridge.
Very few researchers have worked on the problem of crease detection and there has not been
any published papers on crease matching. This study presents results that suggest its use for recog-
nition.
Study on creases has also been found useful to determine gender and age [10]. Experiments
to confirm correlations between the creases on a person fingerprint and their age are performed in
this work and results are presented that suggest possible correlations. Gender and age classification
based on creases on fingerprint can be used as supporting information in forensic investigation or
it can be used to narrow the search space when carrying out identification on a larger database. We





Fingerprint crease detection is a challenging subject which has attracted very few researchers.
We are aware of only three published papers on crease detection as of the time of this study. The
nature of fingerprint texture poses a big challenge in detecting creases, and the busy background
of the fingerprint makes it difficult to isolate the creases from other structures present on the fin-
gerprint. Isolating crease(s) in a fingerprint therefore poses a problem as creases usually resemble
valleys since they share similar characteristics. The valleys on fingerprints are hollow paths lying
between the ridges, while the creases are known to cut through the ridges and valleys at an angle
usually wide enough to differentiate it from the valleys. Visual observations suggest that most
creases are at an angle of more than 20 degrees to the ridge and valley structure (see Figure 2.1).
Designing a crease detection algorithm therefore requires many assumptions to be made in or-
der to distinctively differentiate a crease from a valley. Some of the assumptions made by other
researchers include observing the basic characteristics of a crease such as the length, width, pixel
intensity, etc. Zhou [10], [11], assumed a parametric representation of a crease by defining thresh-
olds to differentiate a crease from a valley. He defined thresholds value for the pixels, crease
direction, width and length in the grey scale images.
It should be noted that the performance of crease detection algorithm declines as the quality of
the fingerprint drops. His algorithm performs well on good quality fingerprint with visible creases.
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Figure 2.1: Angular difference between the fingerprint ridges and creases.
Pontus [16] described creases as straight lines on fingerprints in contrast to ridges and valleys that
are not completely straight lines but are consistently bent at a certain angle. This assumption led
to the application of Hough transform to detect the creases.
2.2 Hough transform for detecting lines in objects
Hough transform is a technique that has been widely applied in detection of lines. The concept
has also been extended to circles and ellipses. It is a robust technique because its performance is
not affected by image noise and gaps in feature boundary. The technique works by taking votes in
a parameter space [12] in order to obtain instances of objects that fall within the same class.
The first step to obtaining lines from images is to describe a line in form of a parametric or
normal notion using the equation below.
p = xcosθ + ysinθ (2.1)
The idea is to fit set of lines to set of image points as described in Figure 2.2, where p is the
length of the normal from the line to the origin (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: (a) Image space representation, (b) An example of Hough space representation showing
the points on the space with the peak values highlighted.
The points (x0, y0) which belong to the image space would be transformed to the sinusoidal
curve that goes through the pairs (r, θ).
p(θ) = x0cosθ + y0sinθ (2.2)
If the line is vertical we would have θ = 0 and x = p. Pontus applied the concept of Hough trans-
form to fingerprint images after performing a few preprocessing operations on the images. These
include horizontal and averaging filtering (which were applied on the masked image), computing
of the waterfall variance and linear symmetry, applying Gabor filter, thresholding and thinning.
However some of the preprocessing steps were discarded as they did not improve the performance
of the algorithm. Output of his algorithm gave the results in Figure 2.3.
We can infer from Figure 2.3 that Hough transform may not be robust enough in detecting the
crease structure in an image. It can be observed that most of the creases in Figure 2.3(c) were not
detected even if preprocessing was done before applying the Hough transform. The only crease
detected is highlighted in red. Zhou [11] supported the conclusion that due to the similarity be-
tween the creases and the valleys it may be impossible to obtain creases using the Hough transform.
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Figure 2.3: Application of Hough transform on fingerprint images[15] (a) Original image, (b)
Hough transform Space (c) Line detected after applying Hough transform.
2.3 Crease representation as parameterized rectangle
The structure of creases can be completely described as parameterized rectangles according to
Zhou [10], [11]. A parameterized rectangle of a crease is defined in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: (a) A fingerprint with a crease structure. (b) A crease represented by a rectangle (c) A
parameterized triangle in the x-y domain.
Creases usually have constant width but varying length and direction. Zhou tried to isolate
a crease from a valley by defining thresholds on the creases (see Figure 2.4(c)). He made some
assumptions based on the the parameters of a rectangle which include the length, width, grey scale
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value and pixel intensity.
∑
x,y∈L
∇I(x, y) < t1 (2.3)
Equation (2.3) suggests that the change in gray value within creases should be less than t1∑
x,y∈L
∇|α(x, y)− θ| > t2 (2.4)
Equation (2.4) suggests that the crease direction with respect to ridge direction is greater than
t2
t3 < w < t4 (2.5)
Equation (2.5) suggests that the width of a crease is bounded by t3 and t4
l > t5 (2.6)
Equation (2.6) suggests that the length of a crease is greater than t5
mI(x, y) > t6 (2.7)
Equation (2.7) suggests that the average grey value of a crease is greater than t6
By applying the above constraints on rectangles extracted from images containing creases, it is
likely that most of the creases will be classified appropriately. In order to obtain the creases based
on the above equations, he designed an optimal filter as below.
For this particular problem, Zhou designed an optimal filter based on the Gaussian function.
The function is useful when applied to the crease and its adjacent valley structure. The optimal
filter is therefore the filter with the maximum response. In this particular problem the width and
direction of the crease are considered to obtain the filter with the greatest response. It is also
assumed that the valley and ridge have the same width represented as w0. The steps involved in
applying the Gaussian filter are as follows:
• Denote a crease using a Gaussian function described as Gx(0, σ21),
and denote the valley using a Gaussian function described as Gx(0, σ22).




It follows that the optimal filter can be described as
s(x) = Gx(0, σ
2
1)−Gx(0, σ22) (2.8)
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Figure 2.5: (a) Fingerprint creases (b) Creases showing the detailed width representation of ridge
and valley as being the same.
• He approximated the above filter by assuming a two-order derivative Gaussian function given
approximate variance which is described below.
F (x, y) = const.exp{−x
2 + ηy2
2T 2
}(T 2 − x2) (2.9)
In the above T is the Threshold while η is an aspect-ratio parameter.
• He rotated the above function through different directions as shown below:
Fγ(x, y) = const.exp{−
u2 + ηv2
2T 2
}(T 2 − u2) (2.10)
Here, u = xcosγ + ysinγ and v = −xsinγ + ycosγ.
Applying the above while varying the threshold results in a maximum response for both creases
and ridges. The maximum value obtained for crease would be much greater than that for valleys.
This provides us with information about the threshold with the most discriminative tendency for
valleys and the creases.
Invoking equation (2.10) for 12 channels produced 12 filters. For each channel, thresholding
was performed and binary responses were obtained. Channel responses with gray level greater
than the specified threshold are assumed to belong to crease. PCA was applied to each channel to
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estimate the parameters which include the width, length, and direction θ of the crease. Combining
each crease in the different channels produced the results in Figure 2.6.




3.1 Fingerprint matching based on creases
3.1.1 Introduction
Fingerprint matching has been widely studied especially matching methods based on minu-
tiae. However, matching based on creases has not been studied. Matching involves comparing
two samples and generating a match score which can be a similarity score or a distance score. A
large similarity score indicates that the two samples are very similar while a small similarity score
indicates dissimilarity of the two samples. A low distance score indicates that the two samples are
very similar while a large distance score indicate dissimilarity.
Matching fingerprints is not a trivial problem. Factors such as rotation, displacement, non-
linear distortion and feature extraction errors [5] contribute to poor performance of fingerprint
recognition systems by increasing the intra-class variations.
Fingerprint matching can be correlation-based, minutiae-based, or non-minutiae feature-based
matching. Correlation-based method involves the superimposition of two fingerprints images
and generating matching score based on the corresponding pixels on the respective fingerprints.
Minutiae-based method involves comparing minutiae points extracted from two fingerprints. Non-
minutiae based methods involve matching based on features such as the ridges found on the fin-
gerprint. However such features may not be stable enough to provide good performance.
Bazen [28] performed correlation-based matching using gray-level information extracted from
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the fingerprints. It is assumed that gray-level information is more discriminative than minutiae
points in some situations. Minutiae points may be difficult to extract especially from poor fin-
gerprints while the gray-level information extraction may not be as adversely affected by quality
of fingerprints. The system performed with an equal error rate (EER) of 7.98% on a database of
880 fingerprints. Correlation-based methods are very resource intensive due to the fact that a large
number of pixel positions on the image are considered. Minutiae-based matching typically results
in high matching performance.
3.1.2 Method
In order to assess the matching performance due to creases, the following procedure was
adopted. First, a set of 101 fingerprints were considered. Each fingerprint had two samples
each. One sample was assigned to the template database and the other was assigned to the query
database. The two samples of each fingerprints were acquired at different time instances. Samples
are all gray-scaled images of size 800 x 748 pixels. Matching based on creases in this work is an
exploratory research to determine if creases can be used for recognition. The matching algorithm
to compare two samples, one from the template database and the other from the query database,
consists of the following steps:
• Creases on the two fingerprint samples in the query and template databases were manually
marked see Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: An example of manually marked crease
• Fingerprint orientation fields were extracted from the two samples, Q and T .
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• Each crease was denoted as a set of points sampled at 10 pixel intervals. Let the query, Q,
and the template, T , have a total of n and m sampled crease points, respectively. Each point
has 3 values: location coordinates denoted by x and y, and orientation, t. The orientation, t,
is based on the extracted orientation field.
• Given Q = {Q1, Q2, Q3, ..., Qn}
and T = {T1, T2, T3, ..., Tm}
where n and m are the total number of points in Q and T respectively.
Qi = {xiQ, yiQ, tiQ},





For i = 1 to n and j = 1 to m










Aij = {tx, ty, tt}
Aij is applied to all points in Q as per the following equation in order to transform the points
using the estimated transformation parameters.
























We now find the corresponding points between Q́ and T





• The highest value for Si,j (bestcount) is recorded and similarity score is obtained based on
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the following equation:
Score = (bestcount2 ∗ 100)/(n ∗m)
3.1.3 Results
False accept rate (FAR) and false reject rates (FRR) were computed. Receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve was generated from the FAR and FRR to describe the performance of the
system as can be seen in Figure 3.2.
Distribution graphs of the scores of genuine and impostor pairs were also generated in Figure 3.3.




























Figure 3.2: ROC curve for FAR and FRR
Matching of fingerprints in our experiments was based on points located on the creases. It was
discovered that utilizing all the points covered by creases would be computationally impossible.
Points generated from each fingerprint image were stored in text files for matching using the point
to point matching algorithm described above. Some of the files had up to 1,500 points for each
fingerprint and matching two files with such a large number of points would be computationally
demanding. To reduce the computation required, the creases were sampled at 10-pixel intervals.
Results in Figures 3.3 and 3.2 indicate the performance at a sampling interval of 10 pixels. An
EER of 15% was obtained.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of normalized genuine and impostor scores for the crease matching
algorithm
Experiments were also performed by sampling the creases at 5-pixel intervals. This was to
confirm if there could be an improvement in performance. This computation of scores based on
5-pixel intervals was computationally very demanding. Results presented indicated a lower(better)
equal error rate (EER) of about 8%. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and distribution
graphs of the genuine and impostor scores are presented in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
Experiments were also conducted based on minutiae points. Database contained same number
of images and files as used in the previous experiment using crease. VeriFinger, a robust fingerprint
recognition software by Neurotechnology, was employed to compute the performance based on
minutiae points. Results indicates an equal error rate of less than 1%.
Experiments were also conducted to confirm if there exists a relationship between the number
of creases found on the fingerprint and the matching performance of the system. The same database
used for matching was explored for this experiment. Firstly, the number of creases found on
fingerprints were recorded and the histogram is presented in Figure 3.6. From the histogram it can
be inferred that the mean number of creases is about 3. The number of fingerprint with creases less
that or equal to 3 and those greater than 3 is 103 and 99, respectively. Two databases were created:
fingerprints with 3 creases and less, and those with more than 3 creases formed the two databases.
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Figure 3.4: ROC curve for FAR and FRR
Figure 3.5: Distribution of normalized genuine and impostor scores for the crease matching
algorithm
Each database contains gallery and query templates. Match scores, false acceptance rates, and
false rejection rates were computed in the process. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
to measure performance for both databases were also generated and are presented in Figures 3.7
and 3.8. The ROC curve indicates an EER performance of about 12% for each of the databases.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of number of creases found on fingerprint




























Figure 3.7: ROC Curve based on creases less than or equal 3
It can be concluded that there may not be a relationship between the performance of the systems
based on the number of creases found on them.
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Figure 3.8: ROC Curve based on creases greater than 3
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3.2 Classification of age groups based on creases
3.2.1 Introduction
Classification of a population based on gender and age has been widely used in socio-political
analysis, classification can however also be based on different biometric traits including ridge and
valley thickness, ridge count, pattern type, white lines etc. in the case of fingerprints.
An important benefit of gender classification is to reduce the search space in a biometric
database that has a large number of identities. An example can be a government database with
millions of fingerprint templates. Searching through such a database would require a scheme to
narrow the search space. Having prior knowledge of the gender or age category of the sample
based on the crease pattern would be very beneficial in reducing computation and computer re-
sources during recognition.
Badawi [24] performed experiments on gender classification based on a combination of fin-
gerprint traits including fingerprint ridge count, ridge and valley thickness ratio, and pattern type
concordance. The results obtained indicated a 80.39% accuracy using fuzzy c-means, 86.5% ac-
curacy using linear discriminant analysis and 88.5% using neural network on a database of 22,000
images.
In our work, we analyzed the correlation between creases and age. As of the time of perform-
ing this work, there is no known research on the correlation of fingerprint with different age groups
and this serves as the first attempt.
A demerit of this analysis is that fingerprint creases are not universal, and hence this study is
applicable to only groups of people with creases.
3.2.2 Method
As described earlier, the feature for our classification is based on creases which are the irreg-
ular striped lines/scars found in some fingerprints. Pixel counts and geometric area occupied by
creases were considered. Unlike ridge count which is pretty easy to define, creases may however
be difficult to identify and label in some cases. Some creases appear to be very thin with a small
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width while some other creases are scattered all over the fingertip. Portions of the fingerprint with
creases were manually marked, and the area occupied by the creases was computed by calculating
the number of pixels occupied by the creases. It was also observed that the area occupied by a
fingerprint in each image varies across the database. Some fingerprints occupied up to 30% of the
total image area while some occupied up to 70% of the total image area. Using a direct count of the
pixels occupied may not be a true reflection of the density of creases in a fingerprint. Therefore,
the pixel count was normalized by the size of the fingerprint. This was a better measure of the area
covered by the creases irrespective of the size of the image.
Figure 3.9: Images showing the regions covered by creases manually marked out.
The following steps were undertaken:
• We replaced all 0-value pixels with a value of 1.
• We manually marked the creases. Manually marked creases are assigned a pixel value of 0.
This allows us to easily compute the number of crease pixels.
• We compute the region of interest for each image and then compute the total pixels consti-
tuting the region of interest.
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Ages 50 − 80
Figure 3.10: Histogram showing left thumb and left index fingers (ages 0-20, 50-80)
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Ages 0 − 30
Ages 50 − 80
Figure 3.11: Histogram showing left thumb and left index finger (ages 0-30, 50-80)
• We normalize the pixel count in step 2 with the pixel count in step 3 and multiply the result
by 100
For this problem, two different databases were created: left thumb images and left index
images. The major reason was to confirm consistency in the results in both fingers.
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Ages 0 − 40
Ages 50 − 80
Figure 3.12: Histogram showing left thumb and left index finger (ages 0-40, 50-80)
3.2.3 Results
The left thumb database is made up of 152 samples while the left index is made up of 146
samples. The plots were based on the above data for age and the graphs in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and
3.12, were generated. From the figures, it can be inferred that potential correlations exist between
age and the extent of creases found on the fingerprint. The result is also consistent in the two
different databases used for the experiment. We can infer that more people in the age group [0-
40] have fewer creases than people in the age group [41-85]. This may be due to impact of age
or manual labor. Creases developed on fingers of old people are less likely to disappear as cell
division and growth is highly reduced.
Analyzing the plots of the left index finger in Figure 3.12, it can be inferred that the normalized
pixels corresponding to the creases for those in ages 0 - 40 had a peak value of 2.1 while those
in ages 50 - 80 has a peak value of 3.4. Analyzing the left thumb in Figure 3.12, a larger area is
occupied by the creases in general with the normalized size up to 4.5 for ages 40-80 and a peak
value of 2.5 for ages 0-40.
It can be hypothesized that left index and thumb fingerprint with normalized crease area greater
than 2.1 and 2.5, respectively, would likely be classified as a person belonging to the age category
of 50 - 80. We can also observe that the plots in Figure 3.11 (Left Index) and Figure 3.11 (Left
Thumb) which considered the age category 0-30 and 50-80, are very similar to Figure 3.12 (Left
Index) and Figure 3.12 (Left Thumb). However, there is a big contrast between Figure 3.10 (Left
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Index) and Figure 3.10 (Left Thumb) which consists of age group 0- 20 and 50-80. It can be
observed from Figure 3.10 (Left Index) and Figure 3.10 (Left Thumb) that the area occupied by
the creases for the age group 0 - 20 years peaks at 0.7 and 1.7, respectively. We can conclude
that most subjects between the ages 0 and 20 have fewer crease pixels. The above suggests that
a possible correlation exists between age categories and the number of crease pixels present on
fingerprints.
Furthermore, we used statistical methods in order to confirm the reliability of the differences in
results obtained between the age groups. The primary reason is to eliminate any doubt suggesting
that the variation in the mean of different age groups occurred by chance. Results further confirm
that mean value of area covered by creases are potential indicators for variation in crease patterns
between different age groups. Data analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA which is a
robust statistical method used for analyzing data with more than two groups.
Each of Figures 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, describes the sum, average and variance for each group.
Test results of one-way ANOVA are presented on the lower portion of the figures. The result
includes values for the sum of squares, degree of freedom, mean of squares, calculated F -values,
P -value and the F crit-value.
It can be inferred from Figure 3.13, that the F -values is much greater than the F crit-value.
Furthermore it can be observed that the p-value is much lower than α = 0.5 which suggests that
something significant also occurs between the groups. Hence, we have to reject the null hypothesis
and conclude that the three groups have unequal means.
Similar result can also be observed in Figure 3.14. The value for F − crit is 2.637 which is
much lower than the F -value of 19.46. The P -value is also much lower than α = 0.5 and hence we
can reject the null hypothesis.
The experiments were carried out on two groups: first group considered overlapping age ranges
(see Figures 3.13, 3.14) while the second group considered distinct age groups (see Figures 3.15,
3.16). Both groups had similar results thereby suggesting that we have to reject the null hypothesis
and conclude that the variation in the mean values were not by chance but confirms that there is a
possible relationship between age groups and extent of creases on fingerprints.
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Figure 3.13: ANOVA analysis of left index fingers (overlapping age groups)
Figure 3.14: ANOVA analysis of left thumb fingers (overlapping age groups)
Figure 3.15: ANOVA analysis of left index fingers (distinct age groups)
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Figure 3.16: ANOVA analysis of left thumb fingers (distinct age groups)
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Chapter 4
Automated fingerprint crease detection
techniques
The automated fingerprint crease detection techniques proposed in this study rely on some
concepts from the field of pattern recognition. Two methods are proposed in this work. The first
method is based on the pixel intensity of the creases, and the second is based on the pattern of
fingerprint orientation fields.
The experiments were conducted on a fingerprint database containing 1,487 subjects, with
each subject providing 2 samples each. This yielded a database of 31,350 images. The number of
images with noticeable creases is 1,068, which is about 3% of the total number of images. This
small percentage indicates that creases are not a commonly observed feature in fingerprints.
4.1 Pixel intensity based method
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the pixel intensity based algorithm to detect creases.
4.1.1 Pre-processing
The pixel intensity based method operates under the assumption that the pixel intensity distri-
bution patterns of the related creases in a given fingerprint are significantly different from those
related to the valleys. This assumption is based on two criteria, namely empirical visual observa-
tions made by a human expert, and a study of pixel intensity histograms from the regions containing
creases.
It was observed that a significant number of the images in our database were not suitable for
the proposed algorithm. Therefore, image enhancement techniques were used on the images to im-
prove their quality. The main objectives of image enhancement are to improve the visual quality of
the image and to make the image suitable for this particular task of crease detection. In the process
of enhancement, the image pixel attributes are modified. Some of the well-known techniques used
for image enhancement include thresholding transformation, grey level slicing, intensity normal-
ization, and histogram equalization.
• Thresholding transformation is a process of transforming the image pixel intensities from an
input image to an output image using a specific threshold. This results in an output image
whose pixel intensities have a range of [0 1]. This operation can be mathematically expressed
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as:
B(x, y) =
1 A(x, y) >= η0 otherwise (4.1)
where η is the threshold, and A(x, y) is the input image while B(x, y) is the resulting output
image.
• Grey level slicing is a widely used technique in many applications such as satellite imagery
enhancements, monitoring water level and land surface changes. The main benefit of grey
level slicing is that it emphasizes the intensities of grouped regions while diminishing the
intensities of other ungrouped regions.
• Image intensity normalization is a method of spreading the range of pixel intensities of an
image over the whole spectrum. This results in maximizing the span of grey scale variation.
This process is also be referred as contrast stretching and is a widely used technique in digital





where (x, y) are the row and column location of the pixel, A is the original image and B is
the resulting image.
• Histogram equalization is a process of producing an image that has a uniform probability
function. For example, an image that has a low contrast can be modified in such a way that
the features that were not visible prior to histogram equalization become more visible to the
human eyes.
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Based on the image domain in which the processing is performed, enhancement techniques can be
classified into two major groups: frequency domain methods and spatial domain methods [16].
• Spatial domain methods refer to techniques that directly manipulate the pixel values in an
image.
• Frequency domain methods manipulate the image in its Fourier transform, and invert them
back to spatial domain using an inverse Fourier transform.
In this work, image intensity normalization is chosen as the first preprocessing step. From
Figure 4.2(c), it can be observed that a normalized image appears visually better than an
image obtained after histogram equalization. It was observed that histogram equalization
resulted in black patches that constitute noise.
Figure 4.2: Effects of various preprocessing method: (a) Original image (b) image obtained after
applying normalization (c) image obtained after applying histogram equalization.
4.1.2 Obtaining the Region Of Interest (ROI)
The region of interest in a fingerprint image is the surface area covered by the ridges, valleys
and creases. The process therefore segments the fingerprint image from its background. A simple
method of obtaining the region of interest is to determine the surface area of the fingerprint which
has made contact with the sensor. This makes the image more suitable for crease detection as the
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area that contains the creases will be localized.
A quality measure of the fingerprint is also computed before identifying the region of interest.
The output of this stage indicates whether or not the fingerprint is of good quality or not: prints
with good quality are retained while those with bad quality are discarded. A method to obtain the
quality measure is based on foreground area index [16]. In this method, the surface area of the
fingerprint sensor that is assumed to be the foreground is measured. An image with a very high
value of foreground area is regarded usable, while the images with low values are discarded.






where (x, y) are the row and column location of the pixel, F refers to the pixels where foreground
information can be determined and ∂ refers to the total number of pixels in the area of interest. A
high IMq represents a very good fingerprint. If IMq equals 1, it suggest that the complete image
is the foreground. Once the image quality has been determined, the region of interest is computed.
There are various methods for computing the region of interest. In this work we describe two
methods that are used widely, keeping in mind that other methods that are not described in this
work may provide equally good or better performance.
The first method is widely applied in many fingerprint enhancement algorithms. This method
requires that the variable “block size” be specified. The block size affects the smoothness of the
edges of the fingerprint in the region of interest. Standard deviation is applied on each block on
the image and resulting values are obtained for each block. A threshold value is set to obtain the
region of interest. Threshold value ranges between 0 and 1. This algorithm is computationally
less expensive when compared to other algorithms used for generating the region of interest. Ex-
periments confirm that a large block size results in rough edges while a small block size produces
smoother edges.
The second method for determining the region of interest is computationally more expensive.
The major steps involved in the second algorithm are listed below.
(1) Image binarization: This operation yields an output in which the ridges appear in a highlighted
black color, while valleys appear as white.
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(2) Ridge thinning: This process outputs an image in which the redundant pixels of ridges are
eliminated, and the process is repeated until the width of the ridges is reduced to one pixel.
(3) Morphological operation: Image closing, hole filling and image erosion operations are applied
to obtain the final area of interest.
This method produces a smooth-edged region of interest, however with a higher computational
cost than the first method. Some sample images showing the ROI generation procedures using
both the methods are seen in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: ROI generated using 2 different techniques (a) Original Image, (b) ROI with block size
16, (c) ROI with block size 8, (d) ROI with block size 2, (e) ROI using the second method.
Results from the different methods indicate that increasing the block size yields a better region
of interest. However, the edges may not be completely smooth as seen in Figure 4.3(b). The
area within the mask is completely white with the pixels having a value of 255. Decreasing the
block size to a value of 2 results in black patches within the region of interest, although the edges
are smooth. For this work, the second method was used as it does not require specifying the
block size and gives better output. Once the region of interest is computed, the next step is to
superimpose the region of interest on the enhanced fingerprint images. Extracting creases based
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on the pixel intensity revolves around the visual identification of the creases. Therefore the area
of the fingerprint covered by creases was visually localized, and some methods that isolate creases
from valleys were applied.
Figure 4.4: A mask superimposed on the enhanced image
To isolate the creases from the valleys, techniques such as Hough transform and edge and line
mask were used initially. Some masks that were applied included horizontal and vertical masks as
well , +45 and -45 degree masks. Some masks are shown in Figure 4.5. However, none of them
yielded good performance. Therefore other robust methods based on mask filters were explored.
Figure 4.5: Different line mask filters
4.1.3 Gaussian Filtering
When Gaussian filtering was applied on the images a blurring effect was observed in the out-
put images. This operation also helped in producing a noticeable contrast between the valleys and
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the creases. It was noticed that a pixel intensity based thresholding yields a better output. The as-
sumption for thresholding based method is that if creases on images can be visually identified, then
setting an optimal threshold value on pixel intensity would help in isolating the creases. Gaussian
filter discriminates the creases from the valleys. However, setting a threshold did not completely
isolate the creases from the valleys as some pixels in the valley were classified as creases and some
creases were lost in the process.
Figure 4.6: (a) Superimposed mask on the enhanced image (b) Image after applying Gaussian filter
It can be concluded that applying the Gaussian filter leaves the creases as dark black structures
on the fingerprint image, as seen in Figure 4.6.
Determining a threshold that would optimally classify most creases may not be practically
possible. Different threshold values were tested on the images in the database to determine a
optimal value. The optimal threshold was empirically determined to be the mean value of the total
image pixels divided by 2.1. The pixel values lower than the threshold were classified as creases
and were marked as black (value 0) while pixels with intensity values greater than the threshold
were classified as non crease, and were marked as white (value 255).
From Figure 4.7, it can be noticed that the creases appear prominently after applying the thresh-
old. However, some noise was still observed. This noise was observed to be from some valleys on
the fingerprint with values above the threshold. Increasing the threshold value would remove most
of the noise. However, some creases would be lost in the process. Decreasing the threshold would
not reveal more creases, and would increase the noise in the image.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Image after applying Gaussian filter, and (b) after thresholding
4.1.4 Post-processing
The next step in the process was to implement a line detection algorithm on the image obtained
after applying a Gaussian filter. The algorithm detects lines in the neighborhood of 2 pixels on
the left and right, and 1 pixel on the top and bottom for each pixel on the image. For each point
(origin) on the image, the algorithm checks if its neighbors has pixel intensity values greater than
a particular threshold. If any of the neighbors have a pixel intensity value less than a threshold, it
then calculates the mean of all its neighbors (4x4 block). If the mean is higher than the threshold,
the particular point (origin) is retained, otherwise the point is discarded.
The benefit of this approach is that it removes most of the noise associated with the image. In
Figure 4.7(b), the small sized patches on the image can be removed by applying the algorithm. The
algorithm does not remove the creases because the width and length of creases do not fall into the
category of small black patches based on the defined threshold.
The last step is to apply median filter on the image. Median filter smoothens the image, and
makes the crease structures appear distinctly. The main challenge with the pixel intensity based
method is the noise associated with each image. Other methods are still being explored to obtain
more creases features. Figure 4.8 shows images obtained after post-processing was implemented
on a few images.
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Figure 4.8: Sample output obtained after post-processing
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4.2 Local ridge orientation field method
Local ridge orientation field of a fingerprint has been found to be very useful in many applica-
tions including the detection of core and delta points in fingerprint images. The ridge orientation
field describes the direction in which the ridges are positioned at each pixel.
The assumption behind the choice of this method is that the angular change in the ridge orien-
tation field ceases to be consistent when a crease is encountered on the ridge path. The assumption
holds true because the structure of creases will form lines that run across ridges and valley at a con-
siderable angle, leading to early termination of such ridges. Therefore, obtaining ridge orientation
gives a clue as to where the inconsistencies are located and hence suggest the presence of creases.
It cannot, however, be concluded that all angular inconsistencies are caused due to presence of
creases. Some inconsistencies are as a result of other fingerprint structures such as singular points.
Singular points include the delta and core points.
Figure 4.9: Schematic for crease detection based on ridge orientation field.
4.2.1 Preprocessing/enhancement
Due to the data collection process, which may not be carried out appropriately, some finger-
prints may have poor image quality. Such images require some form of enhancement. The database
used in this work requires image enhancement techniques to be applied, in order to make the im-
ages suitable for this work. These techniques have been discussed in section (3.1.1) of this thesis.
The principal goal of enhancement is to improve the quality of the images to make them suitable
for further processing.
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4.2.2 Ridge orientation estimation
Various techniques exist in literature that describe the process of orientation field estimation in
fingerprint images. One of the popular technique is based on the square gradient averaging. This
technique is used widely due to its simplicity.
Gradient based approach:
This method computes the gradients at each pixel, or discrete regions on the fingerprint [5].
Obtaining orientation fields at discrete positions is computationally less expensive because all the
pixels are not processed. However, the orientation field obtained may not be the best. The algo-
rithm for the gradient based approach can be described as follows:
• Given an image, each pixel has an associated x value on the x-axis and y value on the y-axis.
These values are obtained. The image is then divided into non-overlapping square blocks.























k=−8∇x(xi + h, yj + k).∇y(xi + h, yj + k)
∇x and ∇y are the derivatives at x and y respectively.
The direction at each pixel represented by θij has a range of [0 180] (see Figure 4.10). For each
pixel in the image, a measure of reliability is computed. The reliability measure, represented as
rij , describes the effect of noise on a particular pixel. A high rij value represents high noise in the
image while a low value of rij represents less noise. The gradient based method, however, comes
with some demerits. The quality of the orientation field may be adversely affected by the noise
level in the image, which can cause false directions of the orientation field.
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Figure 4.10: Orientation field (gradient based) superimposed on a fingerprint.
Figure 4.11 depicts the effect of image quality on the fingerprint orientation field. This work
assumes that the orientation field should have a consistent flow on the ridges, and that the points on
the ridges that are discontinued due to the creases have an abrupt change in orientation. Therefore
poor quality fingerprints are not preferred.
Figure 4.11(3) describes how an ideal image for this work looks like. The enlarged portion
(top) describes the orientation flow which is consistent with the ridge flow and the second enlarged
image (bottom) describes how the orientation responds to discontinued ridges. The next phase of
our algorithm detects these points of discontinuity and labels them as potential crease locations.
• Matching based on orientation field
Holambe [19] attempted to match fingerprint based on orientation fields. Ridge orientation field
can be used directly, or combined with fingerprint texture for matching [19],[20]. Holambe [19]
computed the orientation fields using the gradient based method. The variance feature vector of the
orientation field was also obtained. It was inferred that vector values were discriminative enough




(θ(i, k)− µk)2 (4.5)
where n and m are the row and column count, µk is the mean of kth column, and θ(i, k) is the kth
column of θ(i, j).
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Figure 4.11: Effect of image quality on ridge orientation field (1) Good quality fingerprint (2) Poor
quality fingerprint.
The resulting vector is the transpose of the collection of σ2k, defined by








The vector obtained can be considered as the template used for matching. Matching is done based
on distance measure between the vectors of two fingerprints and is computed using the following
equation:
d = ∥ ¯́V − V̄ ∥2 (4.7)
where ¯́V and V̄ correspond to fingerprints from the query and gallery, respectively.
Sein [20], aligned images in the database, and the resulting orientation fields were computed.
The effective intersection of regions in the two images to be matched were computed. Matching
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where δ(i, j) is the difference between the orientation points and τ is the collection of intersection
points in the effective region. The difference between the orientation points was computed with
the equation:
δ(i, j) =





− δ0(i, j) otherwise
(4.9)
δ0(i, j) = |θimgA(i, j)− θimgB(i, j)| (4.10)
where θimgA(i, j) and θimgB(i, j) are the orientations at (i,j) in the two images. A threshold is
defined such that if Score(ImgA, ImgB) is greater than the threshold, it can be considered as a
match between the two points and non-match otherwise.
As a part of the residue detection algorithm (that will be discussed later), there is a need to
obtain the region of interest of the image. The region of interest and the ridge orientation field are
required input to the residue detection algorithm.
4.2.3 Region of interest estimate (ROI)
The region of interest is the region within fingerprint images characterized by structures such
as the ridges, valleys and creases. One of the important objectives of finding the region of interest
is the reduction of computation cost, by considering the reduced image size.
4.2.4 Residue Estimation
Phase residue estimation is a process in which the parts of a given image are identified as
residue points; residual points are the points that are located around ridge discontinuities or sharp
spikes caused by a change in the ridge direction on fingerprints. Such points can be detected
around the creases and singular points based on the phase information of a fingerprint. In this
work, the phase information refers to the orientation field of the fingerprint. A technique based
on the concept of 2D phase unwrapping was employed by Goldstein et al. [21] and Othman and
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Figure 4.12: Ridge orientation field of a fingerprint showing regions containing residue points
Ross [30]. This technique is widely applied in satellite radar interferometry (SRI) of high velocity
gas flows [21] and also in automated topography of land surface where discontinuities exist [22].
This concept has also been used to monitor the motion that occurs on ice sheets given an interval
of few days. The principle behind the phase unwrapping was discussed by Goldstein and the idea
is to identify portions and signal phases in a radar image where there exist unrelated amplitude
and phase values which are referred to as signal noise or data discontinuities. A residue detection
algorithm is then applied to identify the locations of such data discontinuities. The discontinuities
are computed by the phase change or the gradient between every two points in the image.
4.2.5 Post Processing
It is still necessary to remove the noise left in the image, to ensure that we have images with
only creases. Various methods were explored and the Euclidean distance between detected crease
pixels gave the optimal result in removing most of the noise. The choice of Euclidean distance
is because the points on the creases are tightly packed and clustered, and points that are sparsely
distributed are suspicious points that constitute noise and hence need to be removed. Thresholding
was applied to the Euclidean distance computed between two points to distinguish noisy pixels
from crease pixels.
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Figure 4.13: Fingerprint with the creases after applying Euclidean distance at a given threshold.
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4.3 Validation of automated crease detection algorithm
Two algorithms were designed in this work to detect the presence of creases on fingerprints.
They are based on the two approaches described in the first two sections in this chapter. Method(1)
is based on pixel intensity while method(2) is based on locations of residue points on fingerprint
images.
Experiments were performed on a database made up of 131 samples. Samples were randomly
selected from a larger pool of fingerprints. All the samples have creases on them with some hav-
ing very visible creases while some had creases that were less discernible. The choice of having
a database with varying crease visibility extent was to determine how robust the algorithms per-
formed in the presence of poor quality fingerprints.
Method(1) which is based on pixel intensity gave good performance on fingerprint images
with creases that were very visible, and whose intensity values were in contrast to that of valleys.
Sample results from the algorithm are shown in Figure 4.14.
It can also be observed that the creases have wider width compared to the valleys, and the creases
Figure 4.14: Results obtained using method(1).
also appear much visible than other features on the fingerprint.
Method(2) which is based on the residue points located on a fingerprint image performed well
on fingerprints that had ridge terminations mostly along the creases. There were a few fingerprints
in the database that had scattered and widely spread terminations on the entire fingerprint and
method(2) did not perform well on such images. Figure 4.15 describes a fingerprint with residue
points located mostly along the creases.
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Figure 4.15: Performance of crease detection on a fingerprint image using method(2).
Validation was also performed quantitatively based on the results of the two methods presented.
The major steps involved in the quantitative validation are listed below:
• Three copies of the database were created, each made up of 131 samples. The first had the
manually marked creases while the second and third corresponded to the application of the
automated crease detection techniques based on method(1) and method(2).
• The creases in all the images in the first database were manually marked and the pixels were
counted automatically using MATLAB
• The algorithm for method(1) was run on all images in the second database, and the creases
detected were confirmed to be aligned with the original creases in the first database that were
marked. All crease points that were aligned were counted automatically using MATLAB.
• The algorithm for method(2) was run on all the images in third database, and creases detected
were confirmed to be aligned with the original creases in the first database that were marked.
All points that were aligned were counted automatically using MATLAB.
• Tables were generated based on the above steps and were analyzed. Table 4.1 is a sample
table generated based on step 2. Table generated from step 3 is also similar to Table 4.1.
The tables generated in step 4 were analyzed and performance of both methods were reported.
The performance of both methods were about the same in terms of percentage of creases auto-
matically detected when compared to the manually marked creases in the first database. Table 4.2
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Table 4.1: Data describing the percentage of crease detected based on method(1)







40 1810 1759 97.21%
2 6902 6515 94.40%
26 1621 1519 97.73%
1 6521 5286 81.06%
36 3415 2421 70.91%
10 2886 1992 69.03%
124 2397 1637 68.29%
6 4888 3333 68.20%
16 3752 2445 65.18%
38 3949 2534 64.18%
45 1615 967 59.92%
37 3026 1679 55.50%
3 6603 3423 51.84%
76 2104 1069 50.80%
100 7821 3881 49.69%
122 6448 3144 48.76%
5 5668 2725 48.09%
19 2335 1115 47.79%
95 1554 740 47.65%
129 4957 2275 45.90%
22 6326 2892 45.71%
.. .. .. ..
.. .. .. ..
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Table 4.2: Performance analysis from method(1) based on pixel intensity
Percentage of area detected Number of samples
90% - 100% 3
80% - 89.9% 1
70% - 79.9% 1
60% - 69.9% 5
50% - 59.9% 4
40% - 49.9% 15
30% - 39.9% 27
20% - 29.9% 31
10% - 19.9% 25
0.0% - 9.9% 19
describes the breakdown of performance based on the creases detected by method(1) while Table
4.3 represents the performance for method(2).
Table 4.2 describes the performance of crease detection based on pixel intensity. The left
column is the percentage of detected creases while the right column is the number of samples that
fall into each of the groups. The algorithm detects over 90% of creases in 3 samples in the database
while 19 samples had only 0-9.9% of their creases detected. Some images had creases and valleys
that had about the same width and also same pixel intensity; hence, creases on such images were
not detected accurately.
Figure 4.3 describes how the residue point estimation algorithm performs over the database of
131 images. The performance was not as good as the pixel based method. Detection rate of over
90% occurred in 1 sample while 30 samples had detection rate less than 10%.
Based on the results in Figures 4.1, graphs were generated and are presented in Figure 4.16.
Similarly, based on the results from method(2), graphs were generated and presented in Figure
4.17.
The graphs report the performance of the methods in this work. Further work is certainly
necessary to improve crease detection performance.
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Table 4.3: Performance analysis from method(2) based on residue points
Percentage of area detected Number of samples
90% - 100% 1
80% - 89.9% 1
70% - 79.9% 9
60% - 69.9% 7
50% - 59.9% 12
40% - 49.9% 10
30% - 39.9% 15
20% - 29.9% 23
10% - 19.9% 23
0.0% - 9.9% 30



















Figure 4.16: Graph displaying performance of method(1).
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This thesis has provided insight into (1) the use of creases in fingerprint matching; (2) relation-
ship between creases and age groups; (3) some methods to automatically detect creases. Matching
performance based on manually detected creases indicates its potential usefulness in recognition.
Evaluation based on equal error rate indicates a performance as low as 8% on a database of 101
fingers. Experimental results also suggest that performance increases when crease lines are sam-
pled at frequent intervals; however this comes at a high computation cost in generating matching
scores. There seems to exist a relationship between the creases on the fingerprint and different
age groups (for those subjects having creases). Results also suggest that older people in the age
range of 50 - 80 years are more likely to have creases covering a larger area on the fingerprint than
those in the age group of 0 - 20 years. Automatic crease detection in fingerprint is not trivial. Two
methods were considered in this work. The first method is based on pixel intensity and the second
is based on identifying the residue points on a fingerprint ridge orientation map. Performance of
the methods is dictated by the quality of the fingerprint. It can be concluded that fingerprints with
visibly identifiable creases gave good results when applying the first method based on pixel inten-
sity. The second method based on fingerprint orientation field scaled well on fingerprints that had
high orientation field disparity along the creases.
Fingerprint creases can also be detected in low resolution images while minutiae point de-
tection may give poor results in low resolution images. A consequence of this is the possibility
of combining minutiae-matching scores with crease-matching scores in low resolution images.
Fingerprint creases can also provide soft biometric information that can be used for fingerprint
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classification.
This work is exploratory and it points to a few areas of research in the future. It would be in-
teresting to confirm if other parameters extracted from the creases can be used for gender and age
classification. It would also be desirable to determine other sophisticated crease detection models.
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